Preread:
  o Go back and Read the Chapter Title
  o ***What was already talked about in this chapter?

Post Reading: Answer the following questions
New Social Classes and Cultures
Define:
  - Industrial Revolution:
  - Market Revolution:

Big Questions: (I expect complete, thoughtful answers)
How and Why did elite families change between 1800-1860?
What were the moral values and material culture of the urban middle class?
How did the increasingly urban, capitalistic economy of the northeastern states affect the lives of poor workers?

Self-made man:
What was life like for an urban worker during this period?
Benevolent Empire:

How did this “empire” deal with the problem of alcohol?

Big Question:

Examine the relationship of these reform movements to the change that was occurring from Industrialization, transportation advances, and the Market Revolution.

Charles Finney and his central message:

Moral Free Agent:

What tactics did Finney use to convert people? Why were they effective?

What was the problem with alcohol in America?

American Temperance Society:

What two major ethnicities were arriving in America between 1840-1860?

Describe Irish Immigrants=

Push=

Pull=

Describe German Immigrants=

Push=
Pull=

Where did the richer of these immigrants go? Why?

Where did the poorer of these immigrants go? Why?

Why did Catholicism and Republicanism not always mesh?

Nativism:

Describe an event that hi-lites Nativism:

FINAL QUESTION: Worth 5 pts of the 25 so hopefully you read this and do it.

**Did the Industrial and Market Revolutions make America a more or less “Republican” society? Defend your interpretation with specific events.**